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rlau" last twcnty-five years or so, have seen

-H" soms fundamental changes in the setting
in which thc relationship bctwecn nationalism and in'
ternationalism takes place. Before that tirne thc disctrs'
sion of that rclationihip wes dominated by the feebla
efforts of the Leaguo of Nations, the ettricel thrust of
transrational communities of the Faith-Muslim as

wcll as Christian-and by the claims 1o intemational
so[idarity of the working'class movemcnt (to the point
wher.e it degenerated at least in pan into an instrument
of the cotd war). l'low what shapes the pespectivc
within which any rcview of that rclationship has to be

conducted is tlie new technology of weapons and

communications, the incrcasing'interpcuetration in the
relations between nation-states, the growing awaleness
of the finitenesii of physical reso'urces and ecology. 

_

Today, without waging war or using the threat of
war, a nation"state can fundarnentally elter its powcr
relations with other nations simply by the development
and emplacement o" nuclear weapons within its owt'
national boundaries. Rapid developtuent in commuui'
cations technolagy and iybemeticJ has made possible

the gro'rth of large transnational organizaticns ard
stimulated the development of regional organiaations
in economic as well is securiLy fields. The po.werful

role of the multinational corporations in growth and

&e direction of growth, as well as tke role of transna-

tional portfolio investments, constitute nerv develop'
mtnts'that are beyond the controlling power of
nation-dtate$.

Tlre concept of the nation'state is challenged also by
the increasilng pcrr,:eability of its borders' Anti-

SoEDJATMoKo, a cclebrated Indonesian philosopher and dip-
lom&?, served as Ambassador in the U'S' frorn 1968-71'
retuming to his country,to PsrticiPate,in developne*nt plan-

nio6 in .rakarta.
fhis a ticle has been adapted from a paper presonted at the

Yomiuri Colloguium in lapan in Octob€r,-1974, and consur-

rently uscd at 6e Asia'sdciety's Williamsburg Conference in

Hong-Kong.
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inflation measures taken within ona coufltry may seri-

ouslv affect the economic weil'being and palitical sta-

titiii, "i others. The serious impaciof the U'S' deci'
uion t mpot*ily to stop the export of soybeans in

igtf, in'tlie hlpe of bringing duwn .domestic food

fti.*t, is an example of thisl ai are sirnilar Estrictions
il ffid; by otheii counrrias. At the 0Et!1Q tiao. ' 't'^
growing iniistence sa the part of their elcctorates that

Iation-itates pur$ue a wide range cf new social goals

with regnrd i,r employment, equality, cnd sccial se-

curity ii generetlni aiditional pressures to take deci-
sions tliat-are likeli to affect aCierscly th: welfare and

tlr" uecority of oiher na.tions. Such nerv tan4encies

toward scoiornic netionalis,n'r have besn rnanifested'

ior ex"mpte, in tlw breakdown of thE international
monetary systeh. And within thf pqsl- two years

thE oi'l crisis has brought home forcefirlly .the- con-

tr*Al"iirnlrr*rween intet;sactri.tion *nd the erosion of
tlre netion-state, olt thd one ht*d, end the tenilency

toward ecoiromic net']nallsm, a* thp other'
Most basioally, grouring res$ut€e scareities' espe'

cially of cnergy-and f+od, rvill cornp*I greettr elcep:

ianci or the aeed ror rnew constraints on national

sor*i"ignty and for effective intemati*nEl action at the

sacrificl if s?rort-rarga nctioeal inter€sts' The new

u*ur"n"*u of the limii-s to the carrying capacity of the

elobe's ecosvster-ls, the oceans, a,nit the air with reg,ai!

il-ft;ti;ilf fottutant* is bound to provide an addi-

tionat imperus in this Cirection'
T.his listing of the points of teneion between

nationaiism ani a wider internationel apprca;h is gen'

erally familiar. Less noticed, perhapl, have been tiYo

othei major proce.sses taliing ptace- in the world that

Jso affelt the relationship letlveen nationalism aad

internationa],ism. Sne is t}e movcmcnt of industries

toward lacations n&a'.rer to their rarv *laterial source$

and eloser io th* sources of cheap labor' Looked at in

*otlr"t vray, this Ptocess miglit-be considered as the

u"lrt"a spreading bf tHe Ind[striat Revalutio* acro$s

G gloUo, from*the North to the South, possibly h':
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not necessarily leading toward an international redis-
tribution of industrial capacity.

The other phenomenon is the migration of popula-
tions across national boundaries. This is in part the
opposite t6 the spread of the Industrial Revolution just
mentioned, that is, the movement of labor/rom under-
developed countries to find employment opportunities
in more industrialized countries. Once encouraged or
accepted without much thought, this flow has now
become so massive, especially in Europe, that ildus-
trialized countries must decide whether to reversE the

flow, to absorb in a more pennanent way the foreign
labor they need to maintain growth, or to move even
their fairly advanced mass-production industries to-
ward the sources of foreign labor, accepting the risks
that are inherent in the political instability of underde-
veloped countries.

Another form of migration-but quite different in
motivation-is the movement from one nation to
anothcr of large masses of people as a result of food
shortages, brought on by changing climatological con-
ditions, deterioration of the soii, or population pres-
sure. So far this has been limited to the sub-Saharan
region. But the Bengali exodus of 197i, though its
reasons were then primarily political, rnay well be a
harbinger of similar movements within the Indian sub-
continent in response to desperate food shortages and
systemic breakdown. In general, the likelihood of
widespread population doubling in the next thirty years
suggests that this type of problem will multiply and
perhaps strain the capabilities of many nation-states in
Africa and Asia beyond their limits.

Already changes such as these have led to signifi-
cant shifts in value orientation, and hence in political
attitudes, among large groups of people in the world.
Such shifts further challenge people's loyalty to the
concept of the nation-state and its place in the frame of
reference of political values.

Here one discerns, I think, two distinct kinds of
change in the direction of intemationalist attitudes.
One form of the new internationalism is practical,
orienled to technology and communications, and thus
inclined to look at the nation-state as an inefficient and
obsolete form of political organization. Its believers
make a major point of the superior capacity of regional
arrangements, transnational functional organizations,
and multinational corporations to take care of man's
present and future needs. Then there is a quite differ-
ent internationalism*-especially among thc younger
generation but not limited to it-that rests on a grotv-
ing sense of human solidarity. Its adherents reject the
confines of the nation-state and are sensitized to
domestic as well as international problems of equality
and justice by a new moral assertiveness and a visceral
awareness of the precariousness of human existencs in
the face sf the dangers of self-destruction.

Yet at the same time there has been another change
in valte orientation that works in the opposite
direction --towcrd loyalties smaller than the nation

Janice $tapleton

rather than transcending it. Possibly in order to escape
the depersonalizing irnpact of large modern bureauc-
racies, governmental or privale, q:r to find a ctrearer

sense of identity, a growing numtrer of people, espe-

cially in the industrial countries, seem unwiiiing to
identify with ths national government and its pl.lrposes

and are withdrawing to the more limited c*ncerns of
the small ccmmunity, the ethnic, the religious, sr ttre

Ianguage group to which ttrey t-eel tiremselves to be-

long.
This new particuiarism-like the opposite tendency

toward broad human solidarity*can express itself in
two ways: peacefuily, tlrrrrugh alienation from ths.

nation-state; or violently, through terroristic activisrn.
made possible by the easy availability of the means of
violenee and the vulnerability of the systems of mod-
ern life at both the na.:ional and international lel'els.
The tendency to violenr:e also reflects a general lorxer-
ing of the threshold cf toierance-a mulation in value
orientation not limited to particular nation-states, or
particular cultures, but widespread across the globe.'

Yet, netwithstanding all these changes, both
nationalism and internationalism continue to represent
powerful motivational forces that are deeply imbedded
in the human psyche. They have become no less im-
portant, even though they require considerable redefin-
ition.

In essence we need to review what the concepts of
nationalism and internationalism mean today, and how
they interact in a new world setting, This article does

not purport to undertake such a review in any full
sense; it rather attempts, very provisionally, to iclentify
some of the new problems v,'hich a full review should
consider. To that end, I shall start by looking more
closely into a particular aspect of the general prob-
lems, i.e., the interaction of nationalism and inter-
nationalism in the relationship between the indus-
trialized eountries and the Third World, between the
North and the South.

W'llHLff,Jffi : " :iti ilffi's#:ffi:
among nation-states, just described, apply to the rela-
tions between the industrial countries and the develop-
ing world, these relations are predominantly shaped
*and one might say distorted-by the vast disparity in
power between them. This disparity perpetuates the
political and economic weakness of the Third World
and its low place on the scale of the international
division of labor, It has made it impossible for the
Third World Io overcome the inherent injustice and
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biased terms of trade of the international trade .iystem;
to bring about the internal adjustments within the in-
dustrial countdes which are a precondition for the
further industrializal:n of the Third World; to over-
come the unequal sharing in the use of raw materials
and energy between rich and poor countries; to speed
up the transfer of technology; or to redirect the thrust
of research and development across the globe more
directly toward the problems of international poverty
and injustice. It is no exaggeration to say that this
disparity in power lies at (he root of the structural
dualism between the North and the $outh.

The basic asymmetry in the North-$outh relationship
leads directly to the sense of dependtncy and vulnera-
bility felt acutely in developing countries. There is, in
the first place, the coexistence in the latter's national
economies of a strong and efficient foreign sector and
a weak and inefficient domestic sector. This induces
fear about the loss of control over their own natural
resources and over the decisions affecting economic
development and the national interest. It also produces
distortions in patterns of resourca utilization because
of the Ereater attractiveness and efficiency of the
foreign sector, and these in turn Eggravate the difficul-
ties many former colonial developing countries have in
overcoming the dualism within the domestic sector of
their own economies-beruee[ the part that is tradi-
tional, backward, and inefficisnl, and a relatively more
effiiient modern part, whichr however, is stiil weak
rslative to the foreign sectof. $uch frictions are bound
to impede and complicate rh, transformation of a colo-
nial economy .into an intcgrated national-growth
economy.

A related set of probloms is created by the inter-
penetration between the irr&rnational economy and the
receiving devcloping cot ntries. Foreign investment
tends to develop its owtr ties with the power structure
within countries. It may also develop linkages with
particular ethnlc groupc, Since many developing coun.
tries are plurdistic 6ocieties in ethnic, religious, or
communal composition, requiring continuous attention
to communal balrnces in their efforts to achieve na-
tional integratiol while pursuing economic develop
ment, the complications are obvious. The social and
political impact of foreign investment on domestic
politics emphatizes the problem of dependency and
vulnerability"

Moreover. a number of developing nations must fi-
nance theit /evelopment through the export of non-
renewable ilatural resources. With the prospect thiit
these will be depleted within a few decades, these
countriel rhust try to speed up their industrialization so
that ecouomic growth becomes a self-sustaining pro-
cess before the time of depletion. How much of their
resornccs do they want to save for their own future use?
Arrd how much-or how fast*should they ceek to
develop industries that are not dependent on il,p con-
tinued availability of these resources?

Yet the range of options open to these countries in

response to these quesrions is itself determined by
international factors. Much depends, for instance, on
the extent to which technology, management skills,
arld capital from the industrialized countries are avail-
able on terms other than direct foreign investment or
tlghtly controlled joint ventures. The need is for forms
of foreign investment that would make possible greatei
local participation in management and ownership.
Production-sharing arrangements, gradual transfer of
owuership to local entrepreneurs, and technology
transfer separate from equity and management
participation-all these must be expanded"

This correlation also operates in another field. The
populous developing countries espscially will have to
develop a growth-path of their own, one that is capable
of providing ernployment on a rnassive scale and one
that is viable at what, inevitably for a long time, will
be a Iow level of per capita income. This will require
the development of labor-intensive industries and pro-
duction techniques as well as the technology appro-
priate to them. And it will require consumption levels
and future expectations that are within the resources of
lhese countries at any given phase of their develop-
ment process. Here, again, the scope for the pursuit of
Buch a growth-path-*one that is not a repetition of the
Erowth-paths of countries that have industrialized
rnuch earlier and that is not a simple extension of fhe
existing international trade systern-is a function of.
and dependent on, the power relations betwepn the
North and the South. To put it simpiy, the countries of
the South feel that as long as the international
economic system is dominated by the industrialized
countries to the present degree, they are not in a posi-
tion to determine their own futures, to decide for
themselves what to do with their resources, or to work
out their own paths to economic growth and develop-
ment.

These are some of the factors that have led to the
crystallization of what might be called a new
development nationalism in parts of the Third World.
Its aspirations, claims, and rhetoric are exemplified in
the declaration on natural resources and development
adopted in May of last year by the Sixth Special Ses-
sion of the U.N. Generai Assembly.

At the same time, it is obvious that it will be impos-
sible for these Third World countries to pursue their
own growth-paths in isolation from thi industrial
world. On the one hand, a redistribution of power--as
well as a global redistritrution of industrial capacity

-is a necessary condition for the successful pursuit of
the goals of development nationalism. On the ofher
hand, the pursuit of these goals is oniy pcssible within
the context of a viable, effective intsrnational system.

It is this contradiction that is bound to <iorninate the
relationship between nationalism and internationallsrn
in the next two decades. On its resolution marv well
hinge the prospects of a new international order, one
that is capable of facilitating peaceful adjustm€nts to-
ward greater international social justice. The stake tire
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development nationalism of the Tliird World has in
such an international order is no less great than that of
the industrial countries.

It would, of courst , be unrealistic to close one's
eyes to the political dimensions of this problem. There
is no denying that within both the North and the South
strong centrifugal forces are at work which should not
be discounted; neither is a monolith. Still the general
disparity in power is.a reality, and ils equalization
would supply a crucial missing link in the complicated
web of international relationships. As the painful fail-
ure of the less developed countries to improve their
access to the markets of the North at the successive
UNCTAD conferences during the last two decades has
shown, any dialogue is bound to degenerate into gngry
polarization of inflexible positions unless the partieJ to
it are able to meet on a more or less equal footing.
Such approximate equality should obtain across the
whole range of issues that are part of the North-South
structural dualism.

{n this light it is of the urmost importance
i. that the growing sense of unity among the

Third World (fragmented and often contradiitory
though it stil! is in its ourward manifestations), iti
increasing strength, and above all the hopes that this
has engendered, be seen not as indicationjof an unbri-
dled desire for all-out confrontation, but rathEr as an
essential-precondition for a constructive dialogue. It
was, 

-in fact, only after Black Power was accepted in
the United States that a beginning could be n:ade to-
ward the true integration of the black minority into
American life. The U.S.-USSR d6tente is a clear ex-
ample of the importance of power parity, while the
history of decolonization shows that often just a reduc-
tion of disparity opens the door for viable solutions
through peaceful fitoono.

The formation of producer cartels in the Third
World, as well as the efforts to articulate common
positions and to develop common policies in a number
of areas, should therefore be seen as steps toward the
kind of unity thar will reduce the North-South power
gap. OPEC and eventually some other cartels covering
minerals and agricultural commodities can tre imporl
tant assets in the coming dialogue. They should be
looked on as potential building-blocks ior new ar-
rangemerts and institutions, linking producers and
consumers together in a relationship of equality, and
resolving their conflicting interests wittrin ihe broader
context of global and rational, as well as equitable,
management-of resgurces, ecological limitations,
term_! of trade, markels, and global monetary stability.
. All this, howevef, only bJcomes possible if the in-

du-strial countries, and the United States in particular,
lgfrail from punitive actions against this efiort in the
Third World, or from art€mpd;g to limit the dialogue
1s I .ringle sector, like oil. I"rrone of these problems ian
be solved in isolation. Nor can they be solved sequen_
tially as a neat series of separate pioblems. They only

stand a chance of solution if approactred together and
in the global conrext, howevei difficult suih a com-
prehensive dialogue is bound to be.

I{ need not be stressed that this course of action is;.
not without risks. New power has its own seductive-
ness, and dangerous misjudgments are bound to be
made. The length of time necessary for the dialogue to
bring solutions within sight, the inevitable clish of
perceptions and sometimes diametrically opposed in-
terests, and the intensity of feelings are bound to re-
lease forces that are difficult to.confiol. Excessive
anxiety and the instinctive inclination to respond
nationaiistically to perceived threats in new and un-
familiar situations, especiaily on the part of tradition-
ally powerful nations, will have to bJcurbed.
. TIle greatest danger of all, however, is that many of

the problems with which we are concerned here are
intertwined with acute political conflicts of great ex_
plosive potential, from which it may be impossible to
separate thcm. It is at the same time reassuring to note
at least some inherent limitations on the exJrcise of
power by any side in this situation. Vietnarn has
shown us the extent to which the need to rnaintain
major-power balancesn especially in a multipolar
world, circumscribes the application of externd ?orce
in the Third World by any major power. At the other
end, the vaiue of the financial resources now flowing
toward the oil-producing countries in the Middle Easi

-v-ery 
much depends on the continued viability of the

Western industrial ecoromy. AIso, old fears and rival-
ries among neighbors, resuscitated by the accumula-
tion of new power. may create their own deterrence.

And on top of that we all should remain aware of the
inherent fragility of politicat power in all of the Third
World as long as it is in the grip of very firndamental
societal change*as it certainly now is. Of course, this
also holds for many of the industrial nations, Easi and
West, but the industrial wodd is bound to retain for a
long time powerful leverage in the form of investment
capital, industrial know-how, and scientific knowl_
edge. as well as arms, food, and aid.

The intractable structural problems that will have to
be faced, in the North and the South alike, are not
limited to the economic sphere. In the industrial world
part of 

-the 
difficulty of economic adjusfmsnt may lie

in the facr that the constituencics on which poliiical
power has. traditionally been based were forged a long
trme ago rn order to meet entirely different problems
from the ones that now stare us in the face. ihis may
account, for instance, for the difficulty many industrial
nations experience in dealing effectively ivith infla-
tion. The adjustment of these traditional ionstituencies
or the creation of new ones is bound to take a long
time. In addition, in considering the possible implical
tions r'f a slower growth rate,-people are only now
DegDrlng to fhce up to the even more fundamental
quc*{ion of what the peoples in the industrial world
thould do with their energies, hitherto consumed in the
pursuit of growth.
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In the populous countries in the'Third World the key
problems will be scarce employment oppornroities and
the long span of tir.": it will take to double per capita
income from what at present is frequently not much
more than subsistence level. The moral legitimacy and
persuasive power of any concept that may be formu-
lated by North or South will depend in large part on
where the poor and resource-poor part of the Third
World, the so-called Fourth World, with.both its prob-
lem of poverty and its potentialities, fits into the
scheme of things.

Given the complexity of the problem and the way it
reaches into the sensitive areas where people really
Iive, no single formula will do. The course of events
may take us through many zigs and zags, and possibly
through devastating short circuits as well. Above all,
we will have to learn to think about these problems not
in terms of a unilinear course of action or single over-
all solutions, but in terms of processes through which
€ssentially only faith and clarity of social vision can
give us the perseverance needed to go on.

[n the face of present realities the rraditional
J. concept of nationalism, as the central point

of reference of people's social concerns and the claim-
ant of their paramount loyalty in their social conduct,
is obviously inadequate. Traditional nationalism has
tumed out to be incapable of responding to the aliena-
tion and subnational particuiarism that are eroding the
modern nation-state, on the one hand, and, on the
other, it has so far been incapable of giving shape to
the larger political units needed to make the new trans-
national phenomena politically and socially accounta-
ble and conuollable. These contrasting pulls and re-
sulting tensions are especially acute in the industrial
world.

As against the two-faced erosion of nationalism in
the industrial vrorld, the development nationalism in
the Third World is bound to remain for quite some
time the supreme principle of organization, integra-
tion, and development. The nation-state still represents
to many in the Third World the largest unit of political
organization with which it is possible to identify, and
the most effective vehicle for the pursuit of the aspira-
tions of its people. Still, it would be unrealistic"not to
observe a generational shift in value orientation, away
from the preoccupation with national independence
and nation-building of the older generation to the con-
cern with freedom, justice, and participation of the
young. At the same time, it is also clear that the
attainment of the goals of independence and develop-
ment for a large number cf countries of the Third World
depends on appropriate adjustrnents in the economic
structure of industrial countries and corresponding ad-
justments in the intemational system that govern flows of
resources, technology, int'ormation, and trade. 'Ihe de-
velopment nationalism of the Third World, therefore,
must include a vision of an acceptable international
order, a commitment to its creation, and the acceptance

of responsibiiity in rnaintaining its viability. Such a
commitment inevitably also delimits and changes the
nationalism that has been characteristic of the young
nations of the Third World.

What the world stands in need of, then, is an inter-
national order that is not simply the global projection
of particular itleologies. Nor rvill it be enough to make
do with an international organization that only reflects
the lowest common denominator across the globe.
V/hat is needed is an international order capable of
facilitating the major structural changes that will be
necessary to insure the survival of freedorn, justice,
and civility in a world of scarcity, without doing vio-
Ience to the pluralism that is an essential precondition
for the viability of any international system. This does
not imply the need for a single ideology to be adhered
to by all nations and peoples, but for the formulation
of a set of new perspectives shared by all, whatever
their ideology or social and political system, on the
requirements for survival, equality, and justice. In tire
resulting redefinition of the relationship between
nationalism and internationalism a number of perplex-
ing questions pose themselves.

Where, for instance, should the new balance lie
between national sovereignty and international tespon-
sibility? At what point and how ought a nation's right
to use its own rssources as it sees fit in the light of its
own national interests be baianced with the moral
claim of access to these resources for other nations
whose need for them is vital? In the case of famine or
other types of natural disasters this problem is rela-
tively clear-cut (though not even then is it acted upon).
In the area of energy and raw material resources the
problem may be essentially an instrumental one of
balancin$ access to those resources with access in re-
tum to markets and t: industrial products on equitable
terms of trade, as r.vell as an adequate voice in the
management of various internatiorral systems with a

view to gradually developing a more rational manage-
ment of resources and a fairer distribution of them.

mifficult though this problern is, it is even

-E-f, more difficult to decide at what point an
affluent country should feel obliged to reduce its con-
sumption level of certain produce in order to ward off
endemic hunger and malnutrition in other countries.
The-diversion of grain prodrctien toward foodstock for
the purpose of meeting higher meat consumption in the
affluent countries. thus in practice preventing higher
grain consumption levels in the poor parts of tlre
world, is a case in point. Anci at what point do the
effects of continuing wodd inflation anii the distortions
in resource allocation resulting irom it create an inter-
national obligation toward the poorest of the poor and
their children in the developing world?

Another question that is often raised in this connec-
tion is: How would it be possible to balance the re-
quirements of efficiency*for instance, in the exploita-
tion of natural resources for which there is a great

t
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international demand--with the requirements of jus-
tice, i.e., the right of the less developed countries to
control their own retources, the purposes of their utili-
zation, and the rate of exploitation that is commensu-
rate with the growth of their own needs aqd
capabilities? The same tension exists in the exploida-
tion of the resources of the sea, between the greater
efficiency of the indtstrial countries and multinational
corporations and the interest, role, and share of the
Ie,ss developed countries in t}re control and exploiiation
of what all are agreed should be considered man's
common patrimony.

A third type of problem has to do with the ipiema-
tional flow of information. How can the free flow of
information that stems from man's inherent right to
know be balanced with the need and the right of pri-
vacy of nations? Varying degrees of national privacy
at various points are a vital need of many developing
countries engaged in shaping their national unity and
identity. For the continued viability of their-own
societies and the pursuit of their own growth-paths,
they must develop their own particular consumption
patterns and levels, which will enable them to live
within their own resources at each stage of their de-
velopment. The unimpeded inflow of information from
the outside affluent world might well encourage con-
surner demands and expectations of the future that
these countries could not hgin to meet, even under the
most favorable circumstances. The gap between in-
duced expectation levels and the'capaclty to meet those
demands might well blow the fragile cohesiveness of
these societies to pieces---or force upon them an even
greater dependency on the affluent nations.

On the other hand, obstruction of the information
flow could easily-as it often has-facilitate rhe sup-
pression of freedom and basic human rights within a
country. The new balance between nationalism and
internationalism then requires some reconciliation be-
tween the right to national privacy and the elementary
dictates of international hurnan solidarity. Present dis-
putes about the right of personal contacts across na-
tional boundaries and the question of emigration of
oppressed minorities point to both the complexity oi
this problem area and the urgency of finding accepta-
ble answers. As these problems show, the reality of
freedom and basic human rights within a country may
relate directly to whether international windows and
doors are open.

At the same tirne, the converse may also apply. Part
of the changing value orientation of today is the wide-
spread conviclion that domestic concerns about justice
and equality within a particular country cannot main-
tain their integrity and credibility if they simply end ar
the nation's boundaries, If, however, the international
dimensions of domestic claims of justice, equality, and
freedom can no longer be denied, difficuli questions
arise regarding intervention into the dornestic afthirs of
another nation. These questions are by no means lim-
ited to government-to-government relations. Intense

international concern with the deprivAtion of basic
human rights, with political prisoners, and with the
oppression of minorities, as well as the support in
various forms of liberation movements, niaj live rise
to significant private as well as governmental-actions,
Thus there are now gray areas in lnternational relations
and international law, areas not covered by the tradi-
tional concepts of domestic jurisdiction and noninter-
vention.

p.o.n terrorism to economic sanctions, un-
l' precedented levers of international pres-

sure have now come into being. Which of these new
forms and methods of international interaction are ac-
ceptable? To what extent is their use produetive or
counterproductive, both in terms of the specific goals
pursued and in terms of a viable international order?

For, at least in dornestic matters, there is still weight
to the more traditional view that each nation is entitl-ed
to try to solve its problems by the moral standards
prevailing in its society at that time. The norrns by
which a people judge the manner in which their statl
tries to solve its problems are different for each nation
and. for the different phases in the history of any one
nation. And, in a tirne of rapid and at the same time
uneven_change, it is possible to postulate that though
we all live in the twentieth century, each nation may
be living in a different phase of human history. eb-
sence of historical understanding in dealing wirh these
questions may lead to an intolerance which easily links
up with remnants of the moral parochialism bf tn"
imperialist or colonialist era.

Speculations like these, however, shoukl not close
our eyes to the acuteness of the problems raised by the
new forms of interventionism. The many different
ways in which nations all over the world draw the line
of legitimacy for arms trade, military support for liber-
ation movements, and international terrorism attest to
this. How to deal with these questions in the case of a
regional bieakdown of the international system as a
result of war, famine, or other disasters*--events that
may well occur before the decade is over-is a prob-
trem that already claims our attention trow.

So all over the world there is today a need to con^
ciliate new conflicting interests an<I rights and to ar-
ticulate the obligations incurred when such rights are
claimed and exercised, as weil as the rights acquired
when certain obligations are incurred. Such questions
will severely tax modern ma*'s capacity for mor.i
reasoning. We have, however, no other way to dea!
with these dilemmas but to search for a new intenra-
tional consensus. Only on such a basis can a new
international system be built---one that can be main-
tained at a lower military cost, and one that will facili,
tate the international redistribution of power and the
structural changes, internationally as well as nation-
ally, within affluent as well as poor nations, that wili
be required to ensure the survival of mankind in free-
dom and justice.


